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Read about Cinco de Mayo.

Cinco de Mayo is celebrated with parades, fireworks, and music.

Read the words in the three uncolored musical notes. Use each word to write a sentence about Cinco de Mayo on the back of this sheet.

1. The Mexican army was being attacked.
2. The soldiers from Mexico were better prepared.
3. The French army was defeated.
4. The victory army won the battle.
5. The French soldiers wanted to take over Mexico. The French
   soldiers decided how to defend themselves.

Decide which animal would have each defense.

A. An opossum rolls over, limp. It uses its tail as a get-away
   cord.
B. The Basilisk lizard's huge, ugly head protects it.
C. The caterpillar's color helps it blend into the surroundings.
D. The hognose snake uses its huge, white mouth to
   throw its enemies.
E. The elephant's huge tusks help it defend itself.

Camouflage is the ability to blend into the surroundings to avoid predators.

A. The jaguar is a deadly cat that is deadly.
B. A white-tailed deer looks like a white ghost.
C. A caterpillar looks like a white twig.
D. The rhinoceros is huge and defends itself with its
   huge horns.
E. The basilisk lizard has huge, ugly heads.

A. The opossum can do a play limp.
B. The basilisk lizard can do a play roll.
C. The caterpillar can do a play back.
D. The hognose snake can do a play bite.
E. The rhinoceros can do a play run.

A. The opossum is a cute, sly animal.
B. The basilisk lizard is a cute, sly animal.
C. The caterpillar is a cute, sly animal.
D. The hognose snake is a cute, sly animal.
E. The rhinoceros is a cute, sly animal.

A. The opossum can do a play bite.
B. The basilisk lizard can do a play bite.
C. The caterpillar can do a play bite.
D. The hognose snake can do a play bite.
E. The rhinoceros can do a play bite.